We investigate a classical description of spinning particles as a dynamical system consisting of one displacement variable (the center-of-mass variable) and associated internal string variables which produce Fermi operators after the canonical quantization.
In a previous paper,v we discussed a method for constructing Fermi operators explicitly out of Bose operators from a general point of view and the result was applied to reformulate the pseudoclassical theory of spinning string•> described in terms of the Grassmann variables as a non-local and non-linear theory of the usual canonical variables. In such a construction of Fermi operators out of Bose operators, it played an important role that the Fermi operators are field variables in a one-dimensional parameter space and this is the reason why we had applied our result to the theory of spinning string.
However, it is still interesting to investigate a model of spinning particle of multi local type in order to understand the Dirac particles and their composite system in terms of the usual canonical variables. In the present paper, we investigate a model of spinning particle consisting of one displacement variable (the center-of-mass variable) and associated internal string variables which produce Fermi operators after the canonical quantization. Now, as is well known, we can express the propagator of the particle in two different forms, that is, the form of path integral and the form of matrix element of the operator of time translation between appropriate initial and final states. The former is related explicitly with the classical action of the particle and can be obtained from the latter by the repeated use of the composition law (the equation
classical action of the sPinning particle described in terms of the usual canonical variables according to the following line:
In another previous work, 3 l we investigated an operator formalism to the path integral in the case of spinless particles. First, in the next section, we review shortly this formalism and give further discussion on the treatment of the particle's proper time in this formalism.
Secondly, in § 3, we extend this formalism to the case of pseudoclassical spinning particle described in terms of the Grassmann variables 4 l in order to obtain an operator expression to the propagator of the Dirac particle. In this expression, Fermi operators come out as the q-number counterpart of the Grassmann variables.
In § 4, thirdly, we try to rewrite this propagator in terms of Bose quantities applying the result in Ref. 1) and derive the classical action of this dynamical system by reexpressing this propagator in the form of path integral.
Section 5 is devoted to brief discussion on the extension of the above dynamical system to the case of a hi-local spinning particle. § 2. An operator approach to the path integral method
As is well known, we can express the propagator of the Klein-Gordon particle under a potential field V (x) in the following form of path integral:
(2·1)*l where r: denotes particle's proper time and we have abbreviated r:; and xll (r:;),
The right-hand side of Eq. (2 ·1) is usually defined as a limit of all integrals by the coordinates of the particle at a large number of specified (proper) times separated by very small interval. On the other hand, in Ref. 3) , it was shown that the right-hand side of Eq. (2 ·1) can also be defined as follows:
where
(=0, for r:2,1<0) .x:.~=xt"+ f<dr:'vz(a~'t(r:') +a~'(r:')), J,
[all (r:), a/it (r:')] = -g/lVo (r:-r:'), (other commutators are zero) *l P., Ji=O, 1, 2, 3; diag(g"') = (1, -1, -1, -1). We also use the units; h=c=l.
(2·2)
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and JO) is the ground state for the operators a 11 (r), (r1<r<r2).
It should be noticed that the right-hand side of Eq. (2 · 2) has its meaning without depending on a limiting procedure and on the order of the operators .'i\.~> (r1<r<r2). From Eq. (2·2) directly, we can further verify that Kv(2, 1; r2. 1 r2, 1) as follows: Another interesting way of looking at Eq. (2 · 4) is to regard the integration with respect to r as a part of path integral of the classical action, in which r plays a dynamical variable ordered by a true time parameter s. The propagator corresponding to such a classical action will satisfy a composition law with respect to the parameter s.
A simple example of such a propagator is the following: 
(2·6)
The state IO), in this case, is of course the ground state for the operators aA (s),
(A=O, 1, ···, 4). We have also introduced the real parameter " for conveience.
It should be noticed that (2 · 5) is a kind of five-dimensional extension of the
Then, it is not difficult to verify the following composition 'law:
and (2·8) for small (x/-x 1 P)~r2, 1~s2, 1 • Combining Eqs. (2·7) and (2·8), we thus obtain the expression:
where the factor e-2 appearing in the normalization coefficient in Eq. (2 · 8) has been included in the definition of the measure [de J.
Therefore, noticing the relation:
we can finally arrive at the following expression:
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2 Jo:s:s:s;l e (2·10)
In the above equation, the limit /C--'>0 must be taken after all integrations. It is, however, interesting to observe that, in this limit, the classical action appearing in Eq. (2 ·10) tends to the (gauge) invariant action, in which e plays the role of the einbein variable under the reparametrization of s. In other words, /Ce 2 /2 acts as the gauge fixing term, which has been introduced in order to obtain a propagator satisfying a composition law with respect to the parameter s. § 3, Extension to the case of pseudoclassical spinning particle
In this section, we investigate a counter part of Eq. (2 ·10) in the case of Dirac particle as the pseudoclassical dynamical system described in terms of the Grassmann variables.
We start with the following generalized definition for the Feynman propagator of Dirac particle:
where ? 5 and ?ft are the operators satisfying the same anti-commutation rules as r 5 and r 5 rft respectively, and li), (i = 1, 2) denote the elements of a set of complete basis for these operators. If we take r 5 and r 5 r" themselves as ~5 and ?ft, then S/(2, 1) will be reduced obviously to ir 5 SF(x 2 -x 1 ; m 2 ) . Now, the function under the integration in Eq. (3 ·1) does not satisfy a composition law such as Eq. (2 · 3), which is important to express the propagator in the form of path integral. In order to relate S/ (2, 1) with a propagator satisfying a composition law, let us rewrite, first, the right-hand side of Eq. with a propagator such that ~· plays a dynamical variable ordered by the time r. This step is the same as the fact that we have regarded r as a dynamical variable in the previous section. As a simple example of such a propagator, we here investigate the following:
where (3 ·4) and we also assume that ~· is the operator anti-commuting with both of ~5 and ~#and satisfying (~4) 2 = 0. In this case, of course, li), (i = 1, 2) denote the elements of complete basis for the operators ~A, (A= 0, 1, · · ·, 5).
~ow, let us represent these operators by using anti-commuting oscillator variables as follows:
where tc' C>O) is a parameter and One possible choice of the complete basis for these operators is that
where lOb) is the ground state for the operators bA, (A=O, ···,5). Another convenient choice of the complete basis is the following:
where *' For the sake of simplicity, we hereafter write m'-iE as m' simply.
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As can be verified easily, the states defined in (3 ° 6) and (3 ° 7) form a complete basis 6 > in the following sense:
We can also verify that 
The k/ (2', 1') is the propagator in phase space with respect to the Grassmann variables and the path integral expression to k/ (2, 1) (;the propagator in ~-space) can be obtained by substituting the above expression of k/ (2', 1') for the right-hand 5 ' *l We use the notations II' and 2J' respectively in the sense of product and summation run- In both the cases of k/ (2, 1) and kp 0 (2', 1'), the relation between the propagators K/ and /~/ can be given by
Thus, using Eqs. (3 · 2), (3 ·12) and (3 ·13), we can obtain, finally the path integral expression to S/ (2, 1).
We have so far regarded r as a parameter but if we follow the prescription used in the previous section, we can also obtain the formulation regarding r as a dynamical variable, that is, a function of a true time ordering parameter s. We do not repeat, here, this procedure and only refer to the following result:
The propagator defined by satisfy a composition law with respect to the parameter s. Then, we can derive the following action:
form the above propagator in s\'-space. In the limit tc, K' --'>0, the above action tends to the one of the spinning particle discussed by Brink et al.,' 1 which is invariant under a supersymmetric transformation mixing the usual canonical variables and the Grassmann variables in addition to the reparametrization of s. § 4. Bose description of a spinning particle
In the previous section, we have seen that !?/ (2, 1) The form of the classical action, however, depends on the choice of the complete basis for the above operators explicitly and we here investigate the possibility of deriving a classical action described in terms of Bose variables only by an appropriate choice of the complete basis. Now, as was shown in the previous paper,v the field operators, in the onedimensional parameter space rJ0 <rJ<rJ~> defined asn. *l where satisfy the following anti-commutation rules:**) providing that
{({]A, f), ((]BI,g)} = (-1)aA,oQ'A,B(f,g),
The above transformation from {aA (rJ)} to {{]A (rJ)} is just a representation of Fermi operators in terms of Bose operators.
We hereafter put the range of (J as O<rJ<1 without loss of generality and, i "' where IO) is the ground state for the operators aA(a"), (A=0,1, ···,5). These states are complete in the following sense:
A~o n 2n
where (A (6) =~A (a") + i77A (a"), (A= 0, 1, 2, 3, 5) and the functional measure should be understood, by using a set of complete orthonormal functions {¢n (6)} in 0<6<1, in such a sense as {ad~4} =Tina (d~4 , ¢n). Now, we can verify that kF 0 (2, 1) ::::
for small r2.,~~2 4 -~/~I(/-(,AI, (A=O, 1, 2, 3, 5), where and 0"' is the matrix in 6-space defined as, (e (6) = 1616-1 ) , +4i,.'e(6"-6') r·d6 1} 4 (6)~4 (6) can always arrive at the formulation regarding r as a dynamical variable. Then, it is not difficult to obtain the following as the classical action associated with such a propagator:
The action S0 which is (gauge) invariant under the reparametrization of s Is obtained from S by taking the limit !C, IC' ---+0. We finally comment on the problem appearing in the quantization of the dynamical system described by S0• Now, the variation of e and ~4 (rJ) in S0 leads to the constraints: where Since N (6) is commutable with P 2 , Eq. ( 4 ·15) is compatible with the first of Eq. ( 4 ·13). Equation ( 4 ·15) says that the spectra of the operator ~~ (6) are infinitely degenerate and so, in other words, greater part of the internal string variables remains as hidden variables in this model. § 5. Discussion
We have been able to obtain a classical model of spinning particle described m terms of one displacement variable x~, two kinds of internal dynamical variables ce (6) ' ~5 (6))' and two kinds of auxiliary variables (e, ~· (6)) *) which become gauge variables in the limit IC, IC' ~o.
Though the internal dynamical variables are the usual canonical variables, after the canonical quantization, they have been able to produce a set of Fermi operators as the result of their non-local and non-linear character. In this sense, we could derive a Dirac-like equation from the classical action in which the gauge invariant limit K, IC' ~o had been taken.
We can extend this model easily so that mass spectra may appear by inrtoducing more displacement variables x/, (i = 1, · · ·, N) and potentials among them. We here show only an example in case N = 2 such that the classical action is given as follows: (A= canst) 
Varing the above action with respect to e and ~4, we can obtain the following constraints among the canonical variables: P/+P. 2 -2A{iyl2 (~~-~2) ·~a-Ax 2 } =0, P~·~~ +P.·~.+VZAx·~a =O, 
In the quantized system, we can also express Eq. freedom of internal string variable. Thus, in the limit N---'>oo, this dynamical system tends to the one of spinning string and the degeneracy of the spectra for the internal string variable is removed completely.
We finally notice that, in the above treatment of the bi-local spinning particle, we have disregarded the constraint playing an important role in the elimination of the negative norm states. In order to derive such a constraint from the classical action, it is necessary to modify the definition of the classical action slightly from the one in (5·1).
